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Bike Hotel Grand Bagni Nuovi Bormio
Bike Hotel Grand Bagni Nuovi Bormio is perfectly located in the northeast corner of Italy near
Switzerland and Austria. This stunning area has one of the most spectacular mountain ranges
in the European Alps. Right in the middle of the Italian Alps you can find the beautiful ski resort,
Bormio. The 5 star hotel Bagni Nuovi is situated at the foot of Passo dello Stelvio. The Italian
Alps are a real cycling paradise for every keen cyclist. Here you will experience one of the most
challenging cycling tracks and mythical climbs.
The 5 star Grand Hotel Bagni Nuovi in Bormio will be your home base. From here you conquer
all great & tough climbs with breath-taking views! The cycling days are guided climbs with an
experienced cycling guide. Climb and discover many incredible mountain summits of the Giro
d’Italia. The climbs to Passo Mortirollo, Gavia, and of course one of the most famous climbs in
the world the climb to the summit of Passo dello Stelvio! The Passo dello Stelvio is also known
as the Giro d’Italia mountain. These rides are recommendable for fit cyclist.
Need a bike only? Check all bike hire options in Europe with Cycle Classic Tours WWW.CCTBIKERENTALS.COM
Check also our Road Bike friendly hotel pages : CYCLE CLASSIC TOURS BIKE HOTELS

Grand Bagni Nuovi Bormio Cycling experience
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Grand Hotel Bagni Nuovi in Bormio is the perfect choice for you and your family. Anyone who is
not as enthusiastic about cycling can enjoy an extensive programme of other leisure activities.
Your holiday at Grand Hotel Bagni Nuovi can become “active” in many ways.
Grand Hotel Bagni Nuovi can arrange all kind of cycling excursions. Importantly, the hotel can
provide custom-sized road bikes or e bikes upon request. Bikes will be provided for those who
wish to go with or without a guide. Moreover massage services await you upon your return to
get you ready for the next day activities. The hotel has a bike washing and storage services, as
well as a workshop suitable for assembly your bike.
Check also the Gran Fondo Stelvio Santini 2020 – GRAN FONDO STELVIO SANTINI 2020

Grand Bagni Nuovi in Bormio boasts a long tradition of hospitality
Wellness hotel Grand Bagni Nuovi Immersed in the Stelvio National Park, offering cozy rooms
decorated in Art Nouveau style, the spa Bagni Nuovi can be reached in bathrobe. Pamper
yourself with a customized massage at our Alpine Spa.
Dream hospitality combined with wellness
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Unique locations and architecture
Romantic atmospheres
Breath-taking views
Gourmet experiences and the highest level
Hotel services combined with the possibility of enjoying paths, massages, spas and the
spa and wellness centres.
These are the features characterizing QC Terme hotels.
Terme Bagni Nuovi
Over thirty different spa facilities including seven outdoor pools in a large, sunny garden
available twelve months a year. Discover the innovative massages and treatments of our Alpine
Spa for a perfect remis en forme.
Happy Cycling!
Team Cycle Classic Tours and the staff of Grand Bagni Nuovi

Facilities
Bike Rental
Half & Full Board
Daily guided rides
Bike Workshop
Bike Storage
Bike Maps
Laundry
Car parking
Spa & Welness
Restaurant
Top Climbs
GPX Tracks
Swimming Pool
Bike Tracks
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Wi-Fi
Lounge Bar
E Bike Hire
MTB Bike Hire

BIKE HOTEL BAGNI NUOVI- FACILITIES FOR ALL KIND OF CYCLIST!

RIDES - ROUTES & TOURS
At the Bike Hotel Bagni Nuovi in Bormio you will find every day many different tours that
respond to different levels of training. Monday Stelvio Loop Passo dello Stelvio Loop ride with
van support. The epic Stelvio… This is one of the ultimate challenges for amateur and
professional cyclists. The climb rises from 1225m to the ‘Cima Coppi’ at 2758m, the second
highest paved road in Europe. Today you will face Passo dello Stelvio. You will climb the
famous Stelvio, "attack this mountain with respect". The climb has 48 switchbacks to tackle.
Relax on top before you descend all the way down to Bormio. Tuesday Cancano Lake
Cancano Lake Loop ride. One of the most beautiful and underrated climbs in the area! The first
5 km are relatively flat before you will climb 8km up to the Torri di Friale - . The views are
spectacular with two old medieval lookout towers. The first 4km going up to through the valley
before you reach a picnic area. The following 4kms to the top are climbing up with some
switchbacks. From the top the views are stunning. Relax on top for the re-grouping before
descending back to Bormio. You will overlook the beautiful Lago di Cancano. Wednesday
Mortirolo - Gavia Bormio-Mortirolo-Gavia-Bormio. After the Passo dello Stelvio, you will face
Passo Mortirolo and Passo di Gavia. Surprisingly. Passo Mortirolo is actually harder than the
ones you have done the last two days. The Passo Mortirolo is considered as the hardest climb
in Italy. You leave the hotel through the valley and the start of the climb is in Mazzo di Valtelina.
After a break on top you go down. The next one is already waiting for you! The legendary Gavia
pass belongs to one of the highest paved mountain passes in the Alps. The route is very steep
and narrow and it takes a lot of effort to conquer the Gavia. Thursday Mass Ride Evening Ride
up the Passo di Gavia or Cancanono (depending on the weather). Climbing a mountain pass
under the stars is a truly unique cycling experience! The Evening Ride includes kit bag transport
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to the top for your warm clothes, photographs of your achievement, lights for your bike, van
support and of course guides to ride with you. During the day you will have a self-guided option.
The maps for this ride you can ask at the reception of Bagni Nuovi. Friday Teglio Loop Today
you can ride the Teglio Loop or a ride to the Bernina pass. Saturday Gavia Day Gavia day! The
legendary Gavia pass belongs to one of the highest paved mountain passes in the Alps. The
Gavia has a high summit of 2621 meters. The mountain became famous in 1988. On the fifth of
June the Giro d’Italia passed the Gavia summit in a snowstorm. The stage was one of the most
heroic stages ever in de Giro d’Italia and was won by the Dutchman Eric Breukink. The route is
very steep and narrow and it takes a lot of effort to conquer the Gavia. The ascent of today’s
climb to Passo di Gavia is 17.3 kilometres long and an average percentage of 7.9% Good luck!

Sign up for the Gran Fondo Stelvio Santini 2020!
Check the GRAN FONDO Stelvio Santini 2020 Tour • Fantastic scenery, perfect roads and
great climbs making the Italian Alps a cycling paradise • Guaranteed entry you will get a free
enrolment • Attack Passo dello Stelvio with 2757m (9045ft) makes it the highest summit in the
Eastern Alps • Five star hotel: Grand Hotel Nuovi Bagni in the middle of the Dolomites on the
foot of Passo dello Stelvio • Follow the footsteps of all the greatest riders in Giro d’Italia • Taste
the gastronomic local specialities of North Italy • Cycle up to legendary Passo di Gavia • You
stay in the beautiful Alpine villages Bormio • The climb to the Mortirolo is one of the hardest
climbs in the world
NUMEROUS FACILITIES

Your holiday is filled with lots of little details that show the attention dedicate to each and
every one of the Grand Hotel Bagni Nuovi guests.
At the reception you can ask for all kind of wellness products, massages and beauty
treatments.
Furthermore, the hotel offers laundry service, room service, and many other services
dedicated to you find order to spend a holiday in comfort.
The WI-FI and Internet point mean guests will have no problem keeping in touch with
their friends.
Dine at “Salle dei Balli– Here you will experience the best regional products, carefully
selected from small local producersThe best wines are chosen to accompany every
occasion
Gourmet foods, enjoy the wide variety of gourmet foods and wines offered at the
restaurants and cafés of Bagni di Bormio.
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Terme Bagni Nuovi - Over thirty different spa facilities including seven outdoor pools in a
large, sunny garden available twelve months a year. Discover the innovative massages
and treatments of our Alpine Spa for a perfect remis en forme.
Enjoy a full QC Terme alpine wellness experience. Have a relaxing holiday in the
beautiful land of Bormio. Discover our travel ideas and personalized packages for every
need.
The pleasure of e-bikes combined with QC Spa wellness for an unforgettable weekend
of relaxation. Hop on the saddle and explore the land, following your desire to blaze new
trails and admire nature from a different perspective.
Rich buffet breakfast with natural mountain products (cheese – yougurt – bresaola –
speck and others) , fresh oven products (different kind of bread, brioche, fresh cakes
and other) extra menu (eggs, fish and other) jams creams a rich selection of fruit, orange
juices and juices, biological products and without glutine
Bike room with video surveillance
Techno Gym available
Gps itineraries
Gourmet foods, enjoy the wide variety of gourmet foods and wines offered at the
restaurants and cafés of Bagni di Bormio.

Hotel Information
Grand Hotel Bagni Nuovi di Bormio The Spa & Wellness centre Bagni Nuovi di Bormio is
subdivided into 4 sections which unite the larger areas using the Grand Hotel Bagni Nuovi's
Liberty wings' vaulted arched basement to the thermal complexes, that are situated in the
surrounding gardens. via Bagni Nuovi 7 - 23038 Valdidentro (SO)
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